Braces and Supports

TOP ANKLE SUPPORT WITH 4 FLEXIBLE SIDE STAYS
DESCRIPTION

MORE MOVEMENT, MORE STYLE!
Christou 1910 ankle support was designed to support injured or weak ankles and protect them
from lesion or painful sprains. Enabling blood flow in the ankle area, it helps the muscles and
the joints to warm up and offers relief from pain and swelling. The adjustable Velcro straps
stabilize the joint and ensure a perfect fit, while the flexible side stays – 2 in every side of the
ankle – permit even the most intense move with maximum safety! Amazingly light and comfortable with an open heel for freedom of movement, it can be worn all day, every day without
stressing the foot. Finally, thanks to its smart design, it fits perfectly in both right and left foot
and can be worn with all our shoes – yes, even with heels or moccasins. Just like all our products
it can be hand washed in cold water.

100% HEALTHY MOVE 100% SAFE&STRONG 100% COOL!
WHO NEEDS IT
Basketball? Football? Running? Cycling? Climbing? Crossfit? TRX? Acrobatics? Ankle sensitivity?
v No matter how you spend your day, Christou 1910 ankle support provides maximum protection,
comfort and safety! It is also ideal for people who have already injured their ankle and are trying
to recover.

DID YOU KNOW?
Ankle sprain is statistically the most common injury of the human body. Intensive training –
especially without a warm up – a wrong step on a bumpy road, a slippery pavement, very high
heels, rushing to get somewhere, the rush of adrenaline in a specific time, or being careless on
the stairs, can be the reason to injure our ankle. It is estimated that all people will suffer from a
sprained ankle at least once in their lifetime, while 50% of them will injure both feet.
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